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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cónica
It means that it has a cone shape.  Related to the cone.

cónsul
A person who is in charge of protecting the interests of the citizens of their country in a foreign city.  It is an official under
the authority of the Ambassador.  Magistrate of the ancient Roman Republic.

cónyuge
It means husband or wife, husband or wife, partner, marriage partner, the one who shares the work of daily living with
another.  The other that is part of the yunta. 

cónyuge sobreviviente
Widow or widower.  Person who under permanent marriage bond has lost his partner, by death.

cónyuges
Spouse Plural .  Couple in marriage, husbands, married.  It also means husbands, husbands, wives. 

cópula vaginal
Mean full intercourse with penetration of the penis into the vagina.  Sexual intercourse.

córdoba
In Colombia is the name of a department and the name of three municipalities (departments of Bolívar, Nariño and
Quindío).  In Argentina the name of a city and a province.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Spain is the name of a
city of Andalusia.  In Mexico is the name of a city in the state of Veracruz.  Name of the official currency of Nicaragua. 
Name of a caliphate of the Iberian peninsula.

córneo
It means that it is hard or consistent as a horn.

cótabo
It was a game used by the ancient Greeks and it was originally from Sicily.  It consisted of pouring the last drop of wine
from each glass in a certain place (it required a good pulse which was always affected by the drunkenness of the wine). 
The winner had the right to have sex with one of those present. 

crac
In Colombia it is the acronym for the Rehabilitation Center for Blind Adults.  It can also mean solid-looking drug derived
from cocaine and highly addictive (although crack is more widely used), as well as a person who excels with a lot of
notoriety in a sport or in a profession. 

crack
Onomatopoeya of noise when something is set off.  It is the name of a drug that is composed of the mixture of cocaine
with bicarbonate of soda or baking soda. 



cracker
It's an English word that translates cookie.  It can also mean crunchy, splitting or fracturing, breaking or breaking. 
Nickname of white Southerners in the United States. 

cracker
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  It is a word of the English language and means cookie.  Crispy.

crafa
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of an Italian footballer, named Leonardo Crafa.  He currently plays for La
Spezia. 

cranco
It is a way of calling the peelings or sores of the beast ( especially horses ).  Ugly, horrible person.

craneosinostosis
It is abnormal and slow growth or lack of growth of the top of a baby's skull.  It occurs by a premature and abnormal
closure of the sutures.  This premature bonding or sealing of the skull bones does not allow proper development of the
brain or this is very slow.

crangón
In zoology is the name given to the decapod crustaceans that are the first pair of legs much larger than the other.  It is
also the name of the taxonomic genus of these crustaceans and they belong to the family Crangonidae (but without the
tilde).  Granat, porre, shearing, prawn, shrimp.

crapula
In Venezuela it means drunkenness, drunkenness, boeodez, pea. 

crapuloso
It means joyful and dissipated life.  Libertine, vicious, dissipated, corrupted, licentious, permissive, skull.  It can also
mean drunk, drunk, beodo or immoral. 

crasa
You mean big thick, fat.  Referred to a failure or error, large, inoculable. 

crascitar
It is the action that receives the emission of the sounds of the crows.  These birds belong to the family Corvidae and the
genus Corvus.  Squealing, vozping or squawking of crows.

crasia
It means mixing or combining secretions.  It is a term already deprecated in Medicine and Physiology.  Temperament. 

crasitud
It means fat, fat, gordana.  Tallow , bacon.  Fatty coating that some tissues have.  Fatness, obesity, adiposity. 



craso
It means fatal, irreparable, very large, notorious, thickness, size, rude, outrageous.  It almost always refers to a
monumental and irreparable mistake.  Crassus was a Roman politician, called Marcus Licinius Crassus, Triumvir and
consul.  An error military yours, which led him to death originated the Latin phrase "Errare Crassus", big mistake,
Crassus, fatal error error.

crata
It is a suffix of Latin origin meaning war, power, violence, force.  It derives from cratus (kratus in ancient Greek). 

cratera
It is the same as crater.  It was a wide-mouthed ceramic vessel or cup.  It was used in Ancient Greece to mix water and
wine before serving at banquets. 

crateroscelis
It is a genus of very small bird in the Acanthizidae family.  They were formerly classified in the family Pardalotidae.  They
are known as pardalotes, mice, gerigones, sedositos or white-faced.  They are typical of Australia and Oceania.

cratícula
It is a window or small window in a convent, which receive the Holy Communion nuns.

cravo
In Colombia it is the name of a river of the Eastern Plains, in the Department of Arauca and the name of a municipality of
the Department of Arauca, also known as Cravo Norte or San José de Carvo Norte.  Name of an indigenous territory
between the Cravo and Casanare rivers in the Department of Arauca in Colombia.  In the Casanare Department there is
a river called Cravo Sur and passes through Yopal. 

crazy
It is a word from the English language.  It means crazy, madness or insanity.  It can also mean extraordinary, cool,
insane, crazy (sensational).  Name of a song by the Gnarls Barkley Group, of which there are several versions. 

cráneos
A set of bones that make up the upper part of the head, which protect the brain.  Head, skull, testa.

crápula
Person of licentious and immoral life.  Dissolute, licentious, immoral, dissipated.  Evil, evil, vicious, rampant. 

cráter
It means hollow or very large hole in the ground.  Mouth of a volcano.  Hole or footprint left by a meteorite.

crátera
In ancient times it was a type of vessel or cup with a very wide mouth in which water and wine were mixed, to be served
in symposia.   . 

crebaza



Crebaza is the stria or crack forming in the skin by the excess of humidity or cold.  It is also the Pernio wound.  Cracks of
nipples that form in breastfeeding women.  Furrow, cleft, stripe, channel, Groove, Groove.  Crevasa (with v &amp; s) is
an acronym of recognition of drivers in Valencia Center S.  L.   (Spain).

crecida
In Colombia it also means rising waters, an exaggerated increase in the flow of a river or stream.  Increasing.  Avenue,
alluvium, flood, torrent, flood. 

creciente
It means it goes up, it increases, it grows.  In Colombia it also means rising waters, exaggerated increase in the flow of a
river or ravine, avenue.  It's the name of a vallenata song.  Avenue, flood, flood, flood, torrent, flood.

crecimiento demográfico
It's the same increase of population.  It is usually a data estimated according to the statistical data from the censuses.

credenza
It is a type of kitchen or dining room where loin and glassware are located.  It is usually made of wood or marble and has
display cases.  It can also be called sideboard or steak.  It is also so called a meson that is used to place the buffet or
meals to select.  The word is of Italian origin and means reliable, trustworthy, 

creedita
It means born, resident or related to Creede, which is a town in Mineral County, State of Colorado in the United States. 
It is also the name of a halide found in that area (salt).   Also this salt is called belyankita (Hand Book of Mineralogy and
Crystallography).

creencia
It means faith, religion, creed, doctrine.  It can also mean idea, opinion, trust, conviction, certainty, certainty, convincing. 
Action or effect of believing.

creencias
Plural of belief.  It means faith, religion, creed, doctrine.  It can also mean idea, opinion, trust, conviction, certainty,
certainty, convincing.  Action or effect of believing.

creeper
It is a word in English that means Creeper, garden plant.

creepy
It means creepy, gruesome, terrifying, very horrible.  Causing great fear.  dark.

creerse más de lo que realmente es
It's the definition of vain, petulant, believed.  Boastful.

creído
In Colombia it means fantoche, presumed, vain, braggart, proud, presumptuous, ostentatious.  That lacks humility. 



crello
Hadiss is a technological tool (softweare) to make easy a simplified graphic designs and use them in social networks.  It
is free of charge.  The correct term in Spanish is believed.  It is an inflection of believe.  It means giving faith, support,
trust.

crelo
It is an ointment, cream or ointment for cutaneous application ( 41 Dermatologic use; whose active ingredient is
hydrocortisone butyrate topical 1%.

crema
Type of thick or creamy-looking food.  It contains fat.  Milk cream.  It is also another way to call the dierisis or auxiliary
punctuation sign that is placed above the u in some cases that predes a g and follows an e or an i .  In Colombia it's
another way to call cone ice cream. 

cremación
It is the action or effect of cremating.  It means to subject excessively to fire (especially a corpse).  Carbonize, incinerate,
burn, burn, calcin. 

cremar
It means overdue to heat.  Carbonize, incinerate, burn, burn, charr.

cremas
In Colombia it is the same as ointments, ointments.  A substance of colloidal appearance, which women use for
dermatological and cosmetic purposes.  Plural cream (ice cream, cone).  Soups that are made with flours stolen from
natural foods. 

crematofobia
You can also use crometofobia.  It is phobia or fear of money.

cremnofobia
It is the disproportionate fear of cliffs and steep slopes. 

cremona
Cremona is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cremona ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Cremona is an
Italian city.

cremón
It means native, resident, or related to Cremona, Italy.  Type of cheese.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Rosa
Cremón Parra was a Spanish Communist nurse.

creolina
It is a disinfectant commonly used in Colombia.  It is also known as manduga or McDugall.  It is of natural origin and
contains derivatives of creosote and tar oil.  It has veterinary uses.



creosota
It is the name of a very thick liquid product that is extracted from the tar and serves as an immunist of wood. 

creosotado
It means protected with creosote, immunized with creosote.   It refers to any wood product that has been immunized
with creosote. 

crepar
For Argentines it means dying, dying. 

crepé
It is a kind of fabric.  Criss-cross threads or threads.  Rumpled, curly.  It is a woven surface granular and wrinkled.

crepitantes
It produces noises like clicks of firing to the burn. Crunchy. Clicking.

crepitar
It means creaking, popping, rubbing, snapping.  Produce a high-pitched and intermittent sound, especially in the flame
or in the fire.  Sonar, totear.

crescentia
The correct term is Crescentia.  It is the latin name of a genus of trees in the family Bignoniaceae.  Consists of 6 species
and the most representative of these is the Crescentia cujete, that in Mexico say you Guaje, bule, tecomate, in Colombia
we say Totumo gourd, taparo and in Central America gourd.

crespo
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Curly hair, curl, ponytail. 

crespos
Undulations of the hair, curls.  Characteristics of a kinky hair.

cresta
It's the same as caruncle.  Fleshiness or protrusion that is erectile and occurs on the head of some birds such as pisco
and rooster.  It is usually deep red in color.  Tuft, tuft, bun.  A set of raised feathers that certain birds have on the top of
their heads. 

creta
Name of a Greek island in the Mediterranean Sea (Aegean Sea).  In ancient times it was the center of the Minoan
Civilization.   In Greek Mythology name of a nymph or protector of nature .  She was the daughter of King Asterion and
was the wife of King Minos.  In Mineralogy the name of a limestone rock.  Sedimentary rock of organic origin, white,
porous and soft.  It is used to make chalk. 

cretino
stupid and foolish person.  Idiot, idiot, delayed.



cretio
In Roman law is the firm acceptance of inheritance by the heirs.  It is usually done before witnesses and take immediate
possession of the property.

crex
It is a genus of birds in the Rallidae family.  They are known as scripts or Kings of quail.  This name originates from the
onomatopoeia of the repetitive chant that emits the bird at night, in the form of rattle.  The Crex crex (scientific name), is
known as dash of quail, European script or King of quail.

crédulo
A person who is swayed easily.  To create easily all what you say.  Confident, naive, innocent, I duped, ingenuous.

crétula
It means imprint or seal, usually of clay.  It is a term used in Archaeology. 

criadilla
In Colombia it means testicles, male gonads, balls, eggs, tompiates, tarlipes, backpacks.  It is usually used to designate
the testicles of the Bull.  Soup made with the testicles of the Bull.  We also say turmas.

criatura
To be created by God.  God's Work.  Being, organism, specimen, individual.  Way to call a toddler.  Baby, Child, Infant,
Infant, Small, Brat.  Artwork by an artist. 

criaturas
Plural of creature .  It means that it is a product of creation.  In Colombia it is a way of referring to young children.  Child,
baby, child, infant, baby, toddler.  Be , organism , specimen , individual . 

criba
In Colombia, a sieve is the same as a sieve or colander.  NET which is used to separate liquids from solids.  or solids of
different sizes.  Plansifter, sieve, filter.  strainer, shale Shaker.  By extension, it is also test, sieving, classification,
selection and cleaning.

cribar
It means sifting, separating particles of different sizes using a sieve, sieve or sieve.  It means to separate. 

cribas
It is the plural of sieve.  It means that you have many holes.  sieve, sieve, sieve, strainer, shale.

criboso
It means it's like a sieve or a tamís, which passes the liquids and serves as a filter or duct.  Tissue of plants or animals
that serves as a filter or that drives fluids.  Porous.

crica
It is one of the ways to call a mussel, a bivalve mollusk.  Vulgarly vagina, female sexual organ. 



cricajita
It means a small amount, a small portion.  Minimum quantity .  Little, little, tris, pinch, crumb.  It is a Caribbean
(Caribbean) term.

crico
It is one of the common names of a synthetic drug.  It is also known as ice, ice, crystal, Christ, met or speed.  It's meth.

crin
Set of thick, long and stiff hairs that the horses possess and in general all horses, on their necks and in the tail. 

crines
The mane are the hairs or hair long and almost always of different color that grows in bottlenecks and tail of horses and
in general of all equids.  Hairs, hair, bristles, hairs.

crines sinonimo
They are synonymous with mane : bristles, hairs, mane, sow, hair.

cringe
It is an English word that means shrinking.

crinifer
It is a genus of bird in the Musophagidae family.  They are known commonly as turacos.  comebananos or wandering
birds.

crinografía
It is the very detailed description of an object (it takes into account the smallest details).  Accurate and detailed
description. 

crinolina
It was a very uncomfortable type of dress worn by women in the nineteenth century.  It was a framework or mesh with
rings, which gave shape of cage or bell to the fada.  Type of petticoat with metal frame or hard and resistant materials. 
It also received the names of miriñaque or shipowner. 

criollas
Plural of Creole.  In Colombia is a kind of Dad, also known as yellow potato.  Its scientific name is Solanum phureja and
belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is native to Colombia and is essential to prepare the ajiaco.  Woman daughter of
Spaniards born in America.

criollo
It means that it is native, local, typical of the region.  Villager.  In America it was a way of calling the children of
Spaniards born in this new continent.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Autochthonous, mestizo. 

criollos
In Colombia it means typical of the region, born in the region.  Native, endemic, native.  Formerly said you Creoles to the



children of Spaniards who were born in America.  Plural of Creole.  Creole is also a surname in Colombia.

criomaceración
It is an industrial process by which are crushed the grapes in cold.  The grapes cold maceration.

criovolcan
The term is cryovolcán, with tilde, It is a term used in Astronomy or Astrophysics.  Refers to icy or cold volcanoes.  It is
an extraterrestrial volcano (from another planet) that expels ice and water.

criovolcán
It means icy volcano, ice volcano.  Volcano found on very cold planets. 

cripta
By etymology, it means that it hides or hides.  It means vault, cave, underground, gallery, catacomb, tomb.  Structure
covering a vault or a tomb.  Underground site to bury dead or chamber to officiate religious rites.  Mausoleum, tomb,
tomb.

criptas
By etymology, it means that it hides or hides.  Plural crypt .  It means vault, cave, underground, gallery, catacomb, tomb.
 Structure covering a vault or a tomb.  Underground site to bury dead or chamber to officiate religious rites.  Mausoleum,
tomb, tomb.

criptodiros
Turtles of the suborder Cryptodira .  It means hidden neck, or hiding the neck.  It is a suborder of turtles that is
characterized by being able to shrink its neck in the form of s inside its shell to hide and protect itself.

criptogamistas
They are biologists or botanists engaged in the study of cryptogams plants ( literally, " plants with hidden sexual devices,
"  ) What are plants that do not produce flowers or seeds and reproduce by spores.  Cryptogam plants include fungi,
algae.  lichens, ferns and mosses.

criptomoneda
It means money or virtual currency, digital currency, bitcoin.  It is an unreal type of currency, which allows you to make
transactions virtually.  It is not handled in banks. 

criptonita
Hypothetical mineral that is bright green resembling an emerald and that supposedly weakens Superman.  In theory it is
part of the remains of the planet Krypton. 

criptógamas
They are a class of plants that do not have seeds. They are also called esporofitas or esporofilas, since they reproduce
by spores. In this classification are algae, mosses and ferns. They are non-flowering plants. At one time they were also
called acotiledoneas.



crique
It can mean cat, machine to lift large weights.  It is also the name of some cakes made with raw grated potatoes.  It is
typical of the mountainous area of France, in the Department of Ardèche

crisalina
It is a stage in the metamorphosis of some insects.  The stage or stage can be called chrysalis or pupa.  Intermediate
stage of metamorphosis of insects in which the individual develops within a sac or cocoon. 

crisantero
Person who believes or has faith in San Crisanto, a Saint of the Catholic Church, coming from Alexandria.  Devotee of
San Crisanto.  In Colombia who believes the first Cardinal which had Colombia in Crisanto Luque last century and which
is attributed miracles.  Crisanto is a name of Greek origin and means golden flower.  Chrysanthemum.

crisálida
In biology is one of the stages of the metamorphosis of an insect, between the Larval and adult.  Also called pupa.  Bug
on development is encapsulated in a bag for a while.

crisma
In colloquial way head, skull.

crismón
Outside the religious symbol representing Christ in Colombia crismon, colloquial way it means head large, Cabezón,
Scaup.

criso
In Rome, Criso, Crixo or Crixus, is the name of a slave, Spartacus companion in their rebellion.  The name means "the
one of curly hair".  In Greek mythology, he was the son of focus and Asteria, was the founder of the city of Crisa.  He
was a cousin of Achilles.  Latin Criso or Chryso, Golden, Golden, golden mean.  It is a form of call insects of the family
Chrysomelidae (Golden beetles or dung).

criso-
The prefix criso (in latin chyso), means of golden colour, gold color.  The tuber are some dung or Golden beetles.

crisomélidos
It is the Castilianized way of calling insects of the family Crysomelidae.  They are coleoptera that are characterized by
having a brilliant body.  The word means shiny body, shining body, golden body or golden body.

crispador
It means it generates fear, fear or irritation. That exasperates or enerva.  It causes seizure, despair or stir.

crispeta
In Colombia is a form of call popcorn.  They also receive the names of popcorn, popcorn, shopaholics, pururus, pops,
canchitas, canguiles, porous, awnings, terns, poporopos, corn pile, chivitas.



crispetera
Machine for preparing popcorn, also called crispetas, rosettes or porous.

cristal
It can mean glass or transparent.  It is a type of resistant and transparent material.  One of its disadvantages is that it
fractures easily, especially by temperature changes or by shocks.  Colloquially it means weak or easily broken.  It is a
name of a woman of Latin origin and means "the one who has a clear thought".   It is a solid material that has a very
defined and non-diffuse diffraction pattern.  Name of a popular beer in Chile.  Brand of a brandy in Colombia of the
Department of Caldas and name that led the football team Once Caldas de Manizales, because of its main sponsor. 
Cristal is also the name of a tango, a Venezuelan telenovela and an Argentine rock group.  By etymology it also means
cold.

cristalino
It means that it is clear and transparent.  It has the appearance of crystal.  That lets the light through.   It means
transparent, translucent, clear, limpid, pure, sharp, clean.  In Medicine and Ophthalmology, it is a natural lens of the eye
that has the function of focusing on objects that are observed and that are at different distances (ability to
accommodate). 

cristhian
It is a male name, of English origin (and remote Latin origin).  It has many variants in its spelling.  The two most
commonly used variants are Crístian and Christian .  It means Christian or that he believes in Christ, a follower of Christ.

cristiandad
Group of faithful who belong to Christian doctrine.  General population that believes in Christ Jesus. 

cristiano
It means follower of Christ, who believes in Jesus Christ.  Male name widely used in Brazil and Portugal. 

cristinismo
Argentine political movement led by Cristina Fernández Viuda de Kitchner. 

cristo
It's one of the names with which Jesus Christ has been known.  Also known as El Salvador, El Redentor, El Anointed,
Messiah, Nazarene, Jesus of Nazareth.  It's also a way to call a crucifix.  The term is also used to designate a person
who is flogged or who has multiple wounds.

cristocentrico
The correct term should be Christocentric, with tilde.  It means that it revolves around Christ.  That it has Christ as its
center.  Who lives and acts having Christ as the center or base.  In Colombia and colloquially it refers to an alleged
political movement of the Center, led by Juan Fernando Cristo Bustos, today in the Coalition of Hope. 

cristopher
Christopher is more suitable.  It is the English version of the male names Christophoros in Greek or Cristobal in Spanish.
 They mean bearer of Christ or the one who carries Christ with him.  Stage name of a Colombian singer, originally from
San Andrés Islas, his full name is Haldor Christopher García. 



cristus
It is a typographic sign as an elongated cross.  It is also called Obelisk, Óbelo or dagger.  Used to make foot-of-the-page
calls.

criterion
The correct term is Criterion, is the first fine dining restaurant established in Bogota by the brothers Mark and Jorge
Rausch.  It aims to maintain a contemporary French concept, using local raw products.

crithagra
It is a genus of birds belonging to the family Fringillidae and which resulted from separate it from the genus Serinus, for
being a genre polyphyly.  They are also called Canaries, serines or Grosbeaks.  They have very loud peaks.

crímenes de lesa humanidad
They are crimes that go against humanity, crimes that are violated human rights of aberrant form, classified as such
genocide, extermination, deportation, massive or individual, murders, serious deprivation of liberty with vi olacion of
minimum rights, slavery, torture, rape and slavery.

críptico
It means about cryptesis.  It is camouflaged, disguised or hidden.  It mimics.  It disguises itself, reseaving itself to the
environment.  Phenomenon that allows certain animals to go unnoticed in their natural environment. 

críticos
That he manifested his opposition on the way of thinking or acting.  That it has much relevance or transcendence. 
Opponents.  Also want to say crucial, transcendent, limits, decisive, highlights, timely, serious, serious, dangerous,
delicate, difficult.

cro
CRO is incorrectly written and should be written as "CRO or Cro." being its meaning:<br>CRO is the name of Carlo
Waibel artitico, is an American rapper, singer, producer and German designer represented by Chimperator Productions.
He was born in Mutlagem and is 27 years old.

croaca
I think you're wondering about sewer.  If so, it means sewer, network of pipes that collect sewage.  Dirty and smelly
place wrong.  Excretoring device of hens.  They may also be asking for Croatian.  In this case it means born, resident or
related to Croatia (European country).

croata
It means that he is a native of Croatia, a country in Southeast Europe.  Name of the idiooma or dialect they speak in that
country.  Language or dialect derived from Standard Serbo-Croatian. 

croatia
Croatia is the name of a European country, whose capital is Zagreb.  In Spanish Croatia.  It was part of the former
Yugoslavia.

crocancia



Quality that acquires a food when it is dehydrated, is roasted or is fried and consists of chewing it, it sounds scratchy.
Toasty, crispy, crunchy, atezado.

crocantes
It means that they creak when bitten, that they sound like to be chewed.  Toast. 

croissant
It is a term of French origin and is pronounced quasan or croissant.  It is a type of French bread that resembles a
crescent.  Usually a strip of dough rolled and stuffed with cheese, ham or sweet.  It is believed that this amese initially
had Ottoman origin and symbolizes the moon in growing room.

crometafobia
Extreme and irrational fear of spending money and stands one step beyond austerity or stinginess.  Fear of spending
the money. 

cromulencia
It means fineness, elegance, correction, authenticity and originality.  It is another neologism introduced by the television
series the Simpsons.

cromulenta
It means fine, authentic, original, correct, legitimate.  It is a neologism introduced and popularixado by the television
series "The Simpsons".

cron prefijo
Cron or cronos is a prefix that means time.

cronista
Person who writes Chronicles.  writer of stories, stories or news commented.  It was the name of a newspaper in the city
of Ibague.  Journalist, writer.

cronometrada
It is a turning point of time.  It means time with a stopwatch or clock accuracy.

cronopatía
It's the ongoing obsession with making the most of time.  Obsession with not wasting time. 

cronómetro
It is a high-precision electronic device that allows measuring time lapses.  Etymologically it could be defined as a time
meter. 

crooner
In English he is a type of singer who performs classical songs, better known as traditional pop.  His translation can be
troubadour, singer. 



crop top
They are not the words of the Spanish language. Crop in English means cultivation, harvest and simile abundance. Also
means in English the monkfish or very short hair. Top means the top, or part above. There is a branch of couturiers who
are dedicated to designing garments very short and low-cut, like ombligueras and say crop tops ( cropped ).

cropofago
The correct term is forecropophagus, with tilde.  Co-puphagorer is also used.  It means he eats faeces, which eats
excrement.

cropófago
It means that it eats fecal matter.  Eating feces. 

croquimol
Sweet crisp made with shredded coconut and sugar or brown sugar.  It is the name given in Mexico to the coconut or
coconut sweets.

crossover
It is an English language term that means cross-sectional or also crossover.  It is a type of music, in which two different
types are mixed and joined for marketing reasons.  In basketball, it is a basic movement or exercise, also called
breakage.  Name of a D music album. R. ?. 

crota
It is a woman or person of scarce resource that lacks work, housing and food often. It usually used in Buenos Aires. It is
eponymous Buenos Aires Governor José Crotto, which ordered that itinerant rural workers travelling free of charge in
the load of the train wagons. You can also refer to a plant of Codiaeum variegatum from the family of Euphorbiaceae (
Euphorbiaceae ).

crotafites
It is a term used in Medicine.  It is the name of the chewing muscle.  It is fan-shaped and is also usually called temporal
muscle or temporalis. 

crotal
It means that it has several pearls, which are formed by several pearls or small spheres.  Set of pearls.  Pearl earrings. 
It is also the name given to an identification plate that is placed on animals, especially attached to the ears.  It comes
from the Greek word crotalaria. 

croto
Common name of a potted plant, with leaves of different colorations.  Its scientific name is Codiaeum variegatum and it
belongs to the Euphorbiaceae family.  It can grow about 3 meters.  In Greek mythology he was a satyr, son of Pan and
Euterpe, nurse of the Muses.  He was the one who invented the art of shooting arrows with a bow.  The word means
applause. 

crotofaginos
It is the castilianization of the subfamily Crotophaginae birds belonging to the family Cuculidae.  It is originating in
America and only 4 species that are the three Kestrels or garrapateros and the pirinchos make it up.  They are very
gregarious birds.  It is also said pijuil, ani.  year, pijuy, tijuil, Jewish.  They feed on ticks especially and abound in



livestock areas.

crotón
Croton is a plant genus of the Family Euphorbiaceae.  usually they are plants with leaves of various colors and interior. 
Croton is a small cube of Golden or toasted bread which is used as a dressing on salads.

crouton
It's a French language word.  In Spanish you can use chrome.  Define a piece of hard or toasted bread, usually
presented in small cubes that are added to soups, creams or salads. 

croûte
It is not a word the Spanish language but French.  It means shell, crust, scab.  The term is used is baking.

crow
It is an English word which means Crow, Raven, red (black bird), Rook, buharro.

crónica
It means over time.  You can interact with a disease that is recurrent, regular, permanent, that it endures over time.  It is
also a story or narrative that is made in the sequence in which occur the events, with chronological order.  Type of
literature that tells the stories or events to the extent that will be happening.  It can also be annotated news, opinion
journalism.

cróquet
It is a game through which it is about passing some balls hitting them with wooden mallets between hoops or arches. 

cru
Cru is incorrectly written and should be written as "CRU is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>It is a crusade of
religious nature created in California in 1951. CRU ( known as Campus Crusade for Christ until 2011-) It is an
interdenominational organization of Christians for high school and college students.

cruasán
It is in Spanish form, the name of a common bread in France.  It is essentially a strip of rolled and crescent-shaped
dough that can be stuffed with cheese, ham or sweet.  In French you write Croissant.  It is presumed to have Ottoman
origin and represents the crescent of the growing room.

cruce prohibido
Forbidden intersection is a traffic signal information indicating that in that sense not you can pass.  It is also a notice
appearing on the private property where the movement of pedestrians or unauthorized private vehicles are not allowed.

cruces
It is the plural of cruz. Symbol of Christianity. Sites where pathways or roads intersect. Intersections, crossroads,
cruisers.

cruceta



In Colombia is a tool in the form of a cross to remove nuts.  Mechanical device to remove the lateral pressure on the
piston of an engine.  Place combining Stringer or horizontal and a vertical in an arc of football.  Post cross for power
lines.

cruciatas
Cruciatas ( Cruciatae 41 latin word; It is a botanical genus equivalent to crucifers, belong to the family Rubiaceae.  They
are herbaceous plants.  They are named by the distribution of leaves, totally opposite in the shape of a cross.

cruda
In Mexico it means guayabo , discomfort caused by the tomata of the previous day.  It also means un prepared,
uncooked. 

cruda en mexico
Raw in Mexico, it's the same as hangover or guayabo.  General discomfort the day after you drank enough

crudelísimo
It's a superlative of cruel.  It can also be used very cruelly.  Extremely cruel. 

cruenta
It means bloodthirsty, violent, bloody, fierce, cruel, savage.  That there is a lot of bloodshed.  That there are many
wounded and dead. 

cruento
It means bloody, encarnized, cruel, wild.  That there is bloodshed.  That there are many wounded and dead. 

crufia
It is a sign or signal that is marked to highlight a paragraph or piece of writing.  It is a semicircle with a dot in the Center.

cruising
It is the name of a film that starred in Al Pacino in 1980.  It is an English word meaning cruise, cross, swing, cadence,
hunting, showing, cancaneo.  It is a term used in the LGBT community.

cruja
It's a creaking inflection.  It means to make a noise produce by rubbing and movement.  That it seems that it is going to
split.  Grind, squeak. 

cruor
Blood dye .  Hemoglobin.  Name given in ancient times to hemoglobin. 

crusafontia
It means dedicated to Crusafont (a Spanish scientist and paleontologist).  It was a genus of mammals that existed in the
Late Cretaceous, similar to squirrels, but longer snouted, as well as the tail.



crush
It is a word of the English language, it means crush, crush, squeeze, stepped on or crushed. It is also the name of a
musical album of Bon Jovi, that took off in 2000 and a film of suspense and American Mystery of 2003.

cruyffista
Follower or fan of Cruyff, the football player of the Netherlands and Barcelona.  concerning Johan Cruyff. 

cruz
Symbol of Christianity.  Last name of Spanish origin, of Castile. Load, karma, pain, suffering, torment difficulty, distress,
aspa, crucifix.

cruz del sur
Name of the Most Famous Constellation of the Southern Hemisphere.  It is used as a compass by navigators.  It is also
called Crux or Crux Australis.  Name of a land transport company in Peru .  Name of a sailboat. 

cruzar unas palabras
In Colombia it means talking, chatting, talking, discussing.  It is more used to denote that the exchange of words is in a
high tone, so the most appropriate meaning is to discuss, plead, disagree, debate, intercede.

cruzarse de brazos
In Colombia it means doing nothing, refusing to act.

cruzero
Cruise is incorrectly written and it should be written as Cruiser being its meaning: the correct term is cruise.  Cruise is a
type of boat that can accommodate many passengers in which tourism and pleasure trips are made.  Cruise is also the
kind of travel that is made in many passenger ships, consisting of circuits of several days and with scale in several ports.
 Cruise is also a site where several roads intersect.  Cruise speed is that reaches an airplane during the greater part of a
flight, speed average, average, uniform or you told.  Battleship of large dimensions, which carries many weapons and
has high power operations.

crúor
It was the ancient name for hemoglobin.  Blood dye .  Blood clot .  The term is sometimes used in medicine. 

ctesibio
Was a great inventor and mathematician Greek, who lived in Alexandria.  Despite his numerous creations of devices
and mechanisms, it is relatively unknown or ignored.  He studied thoroughly natural phenomena and made profound
contributions to geometry.  The first Barber or professional Barber is considered and invented an adjustable mirror. 
Among other many thing invented a hydraulis or water organ.

ctm
CTM is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cm" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way of abbreviating the
word centimeter. The correct abbreviation for centimeter is cm ( both lowercase ). It means hundredth of a meter.

cuacamojtli
It is a plant and its tuber, also called guacamotle, huacamotle, cassava, tapioca, cassava, cassava or Yucca.  Its



scientific name is Manihot esculenta and the Family Euphorbiaceae.  It is one of the staples of our indigenous people.

cuacha
In Tarascan or Michoacan language it means poop, excrement, feces (purepecha language).  In Guatemala it means
cuate , friend .  It is also the Spanishized name of the official currency of Malawi (Kwacha or cuache).  In the region of
the Colombian foothills is also the name of a fruit. 

cuachalate
In Mexico it is one of the names of a medicinal plant.  It is used as a healing agent and to cure gastritis.  It also receives
the names of chalalate, coachalalate, cuachalala or volador.  Its scientific name is Amphipterygium adstringens and it
belongs to the Anacardiaceae family. 

cuachalota
It means dirty, unsealed, pork, pig.  He doesn't bathe or change his clothes.  Filthy. 

cuadernas
It is the ribbing of wood having a boat. They are curved pieces of wood that form the keel or hull of a boat. Structure of
the hull of a boat.

cuadernillo
It is a set of five sheets or sheets.  Five folios .  Diminutive of notebook , small notebook . 

cuadra
It can mean stable or stable.  It also means part, space, enclosure, lockdown.  Place where horses are guarded at night.
 Also in the slang of the equestrian is the horse or group of horses of the same origin or property.  In Colombia we tell it
squares the distance that there is in the urban space, between one corner and another or between one street and
another.  We also say squared of constructions or apple, which has on each side a street.  Square of land usually 80
meters side.  By extension , nearby neighborhood .  Quadranon inflection, which means agree, match the accounts or
balance, agree, adjust, accommodate, arrange.

cuadrado
Geometric figure formed by four equal straight lines that form four angles, grid.  A quadrilateral that has four equal sides.
 Results math multiply a number by itself same.  Surname in Colombia of outstanding players.  José Fernando
Cuadrado is substitute goalkeeper in the selection Colombia and Juan Guillermo Cuadrado is midfielder.

cuadragenario
In Colombia we say folklorically person of the fourth floor or is a person who lives the forty (between 40 and 49 years).  
Of the fourth decade or the fourth decade.

cuadrangular
It means it's shaped like a square. It is made up of four sides and four angles.  In baseball sports slang, it means
flyfences, home run.   A bat that leaves the demarcated area of the baseball diamond and allows the batter to traverse
all bases and reach home scoring career.  It is also the name of an evangelical Christian church.

cuadraplejico



It means he can't move arms or legs. 

cuadril
It means anca in Colombia.  Cow hip.  ANCA, hip, buttock.

cuadrilla
It means grid, diminutive of picture.  A group of people who gather to make a work defined.  In Colombia it also means
also gang, brigands, patch, guerrilla group.

cuadripléjica
She is a patient who has no mobility in either arms or both legs.  It lacks moyancy in arms and legs.  It occurs from
spinal cord damage.  Tetraplegic. 

cuadro
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast, friend, companion.  Paint with a wooden frame.  Painting, canvas, engraving, portrait. 
In theater : act, scene, episode.  In Square Geometry , Quadrangle , Quadrilateral .  It can also mean graph, schema,
graphical summary, or schematic summary.  It is also a way of calling a collective of athletes who make up a team. 
Alignment, combined, band, group, side, squad.

cuadros
In Colombia and especially in Norte de Santander it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Table Plural .  In Colombia it also
means teams, elevens (football teams) or paintings, works of art.

cuadrúmano
Mico, monkey, amio, primate, anthropoid, quadumano.

cuaga
It's a recently extinct zebra expecie.  South Africa was located and disappeared in the late 19th century.  It was also
called the zebra of the plains. 

cuagipal
In Costa Rica it means guagipal, babilla, baba, glasses alligator.

cuaguayote
It is the same papaya of monte, which have edible fruits.  Thus it is called in Mexico, especially in Jalisco.  Also say you
bontete, papayon, k '' umche, jacaratia.

cuaguoyote
It is the name of a plant and its edible meaty fruits, it is also called Bonnet, Papayón, kunche or papaya of Monte.  Its
scientific name is Pileus mexicanus and belongs to the Caricaceae family.

cuaima
It is the same yararacusú, from the Amazon.  It is the name given in Venezuela to a very venomous snake of the genus
Bothrops.  Although it abounds in a large sector of the Amazon rainforest, its most frequent habitat is the Paranaense



region.  Its venom is highly toxic and if not taken care of quickly, an offdic accident of this nature is usually fatal.  In
Colombia, this kind of snakes are known as Cuatronarices, Size X, Mapaná or Mapanare.  In Central America they are
known as Nauyaca ( Nahuatl), Ik'bolay (Maya queqchi ) and Cuaima in Venezuela.  Also in some parts of Brazil and
Bolivia they are called Yaracusú.  By extension it is also called in Venezuela, quaima, a very jealous, aggressive and
cruel woman.  There are also sites in Venezuela that tell the rattlesnake and in general all the venomous snakes.

cuajada
In Colombia it means strong, vigorous, muscular.  It is also a milk derivative that looks like a very soft gel or cheese.

cuajado
In Colombia and especially in Bogota, it means big, muscular, vigorous, strong, strong.  Curd inflection, which means
condense, solidify, thicken, coagulate.

cuajarón
In Colombia it means clot, caking, lump, clump and cream.  Liquid substance that has been condensed or coagulated.

cuajinicuilapa
It is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  It is known as " The black people of Mexico " or " The black 34 Mexico
City; , due to the majority of its inhabitants are black or Afro, but they themselves are called Creoles.

cuajiniquil
It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is known by many endemic or vernacular names.  The most
widespread is guamo or chelele, but it is also called cuijinicuil, jinicuile, cuajiniquil, cajinicuile, aguatope, guama,
mandraque or guaba.  Its hundredthic name is inga leptoloba or Inga Spuria.  Synonym Inga edulis .  It is of the
Fabaceae family. 

cuajo
Curd inflection, which means condensate, solidify.  In Colombia colloquially it is to achieve a goal, to achieve something,
especially an achievement, a goal a goal.  One of the names given to one of the stomachs of the cow or ruminants.  It is
also called curdling or abomasing (the others are belly, bonette and booklet).  In Chemical is the name of an organic
substance.  It is an enzyme, containing peptidase.  Cuajo is also the name of two plants.  One is the Cynara
cardunculus, also called edible thistle, fake artichoke.  It belongs to the family Asteraceae.  The other plant is the love of
hortelano, azotalenguas or lapa whose scientific name is Galium aparine and belongs to the family Rubiaceae.

cual es el la palabra chimbilaco
It is one of the ways such as farmers and indigenous people from several parts of Colombia called bats. They also tell
them chimbilas, chimbilos, or murcios. Nocturnal habits of the order of 40 bats flying mammal; Chiroptera ).

cualác
It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.  Nahuatl language means " in 34 good water;

cualesellapalabrachimbilaco
In Colombia chimbilaco is a way to call the bats or bats.  Chimbilas, bats, bats.

cuamuche



In Mexico, it is the same as cuamuchil, guamuchil, huamuchi.  They are common names for a tree, which is called
scientific Pithecellobium dulce, of the family Fabaceae and which in Colombia is known as Payande, Chiminango, gino.

cuando las ranas crien pelo
The expression "when the frogs kept hair" means never, ever, impossible.  That something is very utopian or that it is
impossible to perform.

cuanterones
People who are in the age range of 40 to 49 years.  People who passed 40 years but who have not reached 50.  In
Colombia we say colloquially, those on the fourth floor.

cuarango
It is a way of calling in Peru the quina or cinchona.  It is a plant of medicinal uses.  It is also called cuarango or husk.  Its
scientific name is Cinchona officinalis and belongs to the family Rubiaceae.  According to the RAE the common name
should be Chinchona because it was named after the Count of Chinchón and especially his wife. 

cuarenta
It is a number represented by a four, followed by a zero ( 40 ).  You mean four times ten.  Name given to a gigantic and
ancient Egyptian ship, which is believed to be about 130 meters long and about 30 0 40 wide.  It was also called
Tessarakonteres. 

cuarenta y veinte
Name of song or romantic ballad of José José.  Sixty (in crossword puzzles).  Double, two-to-one ratio. 

cuarentena
It can mean group or set of forty.  Period or cycle of forty days.  It also means isolation, confinement, confinement,
incommunicado.  Isolation period .  Refers to the period of time that a patient should be isolated to avoid spreading to
others or while confining the population to avoid contagion.  It can not necessarily be 40 days, as it is taken as is the
incubation time of the virus.  The term is also used in Veterinary Medicine.

cuaresma
It is the period leading up to the Resurrection and begins on Ash Wednesday.  It is a special period of recollection and
penance for the Catholic faithful. 

cuaresmeño
It is a name given in Mexico City to the Jalapeno, which only grew in Jalapa ( State of Veracruz ) and it was only there
for the season of lent.

cuaresmero
It means relative to Lent.  It belongs to Lent (which is the forty-day period before Holy Week).  In Colombia it is a type of
songbird, also called large tanager, mountain chicken, white-headed tanager, king of Quindio.  Its scientific name is
Sericossipha albocristata and it belongs to the family Thraupidae.  Also usually called Lent to any migratory bird that
appears in the season of Lent (there are several species (agilucho, falcon, tanager, etc).  A devout Christian who pays a
lot, pays promises during Lent and who usually serves as a bearer of images of saints.  In the Department of Valle de
Cauca, in Colombia it is also a type of sweet and corn cookie that is made at this time. 



cuarta
It means that it occupies the number four position in an order or listing.  That they've preceded her three in a
competition.  It is also a measure taken with the palm of the open hand and that goes from the tip of the little finger to
that of the thumb.  Palm. 

cuartal
Quarter of a loaf of bread.  Quarter of the loaf.  Twelfth part of a quartet. 

cuartel
It is the building where a troop or army is installed.  Site where the troop camps.  Accommodation or military installation. 
Camp, division, rest.  It also means fourth part, fourth. 

cuartero
In literature it can be a part of the verse.  Person who pulls a cart.  Relating to the quarters. 

cuarterón
In Colombia is a land measure (or surface) which measures 50 metres from side or that it has 2500 square meters.  It is
equivalent to a quarter of a hectare.   (0, 25 ha.  )

cuartilla
In Colombia is used as a synonym for paragraph.  Written short.  Currency of a quarter of a penny, that is no longer
used.  Drawer of wood of 15 cm of side used to measure grain.  Vessel which is equivalent to roughly a 40 Cup; It is
equivalent to a quarter of a liter in volume or capacity 41 measure;.  Fourth part of a leaf.

cuartillo
In Colombia it was the name of a coin that circulated in the nineteenth century.  It equals a quarter of a weight or 2 reais
(a weight was 8 reais).  In Spain it was a measure of volume that was about half a liter, as it was a quarter of a blue
(which amounted to just over 2 liters).

cuartipartito
It means divided into rooms, divided into 4 parts. 

cuarto
Ordinal number that indicates that it is ranked number four in a list or sequence.  Mathematical quantity which is
equivalent to 0. 25.  Fourth part of the unit, each of the fractions resulting from dividing something into four parts. 
Measure of volume equivalent to two paint.  Quarter of a gallon.  In Colombia, it also means room, part, campus, room,
bedroom, bedroom, bedroom.

cuarto alcoba
They are two synonyms of piece, room, bedroom. 

cuartogenario
A person who is in the 1940s. Tetragenario. In Colombia we say " fourth floor "



cuate
It means twin brother or very close friend.  Very close and dear person.  Carnal , parce , parcero , key (in Colombia).  I
end up used in Mexico.

cuaterna
It is comprised of four equal numbers.  Poker.  Having four cards from the deck of a same value.

cuaternal
It is a type of alloy to mint coins.  You can also refer to everything concerning the Quaternary Period (geological period). 
Relative to four or quaternus.  It is clarified that quaterno, was the denomination of a Catalan currency from the time of
King Peter II of Aragon.  It has four frames or four bars.

cuaternos
It means it consists of four numbers or digits.  It is also the name of a small Spanish village in the Province of Cáceres,
in Extremadura.

cuatrero
In Colombia it is said as a cuatrero to those who are engaged in abigeate, that is, the one who steals cattle in general
(four-legged moves).  Abigeo.  By extension it is called quarter to all wrongdoer.  Although to whom he plays the four, a
stringed musical instrument, he could be said as a quarter, the same as the one who manufactures or sells it.

cuatreros
Plural of quaker .  In Colombia it is called quaker who is dedicated to the abigeato or who steals cattle in general
(four-legged semovientes).  Abigee .  By extension, every evildoer is called a quacker.  Although whoever plays the
cuatro, a stringed musical instrument, could be called a quaker (more quaker is used), the same as the one who
manufactures or sells it. 

cuatrienio
Time period equal to four years. 

cuatrimoto
It is a type of four-wheeled bike, especially for difficult terrain such as sand or mud covered.

cuatro
It's a digit number.  It is also the name of a stringed musical instrument.  It is smaller than a guitar, has 4 Kurds and is
very sound.

cuatro cuartos
In Colombia is an expression to denote that it is full, full, must be all and they don't need anything.  In optimal conditions.
 Culinary it means well done.  Full, full, full.  perfect, excellent.  optimal.

cuatro letras
It may be a colloquial way of saying a short letter or a short letter.  Colombia is a very colloquial and sneaky way to say
ass (Word in common use in Spain, but we do not.)  We say buttocks, buttocks, back, etc.  Even taken as offensive,
rude).



cuatro por mil
Alleged tax or temporary levy that became permanent.  It is a levy that financial institutions charge every Colombian who
makes withdrawals from their accounts (whether savings or current), in payments and in transfers.  It was created in
1998 and initially it was only 2 per thousand.   ( It's a little concealed robbery).

cuatrofilos
In Colombia it is a way to call some species of bananas and bananas that are very desired in the gastronomy of
Costeña.  Big banana. 

cuatronarices
In Colombia it is one of the common names given to very venomous snakes.  It is also known as slang, mapanare,
mapaná, equis, venticuatro, rot, naucaya, padlock head, velvet or size X.  Its scientific name is Bothrops atrox or
Bothrops asper and belong to the family Viperidae.

cuauhtémoc
The correct term is Cuauhtemoc.  It is the name of the last Tlatoani Aztec, cousin of Moctezuma.  Its name means in
Nahuatl 34 language; He Eagle that went down ".  In Mexico it is used as a male name.

cuauhtli
Name of a bird or sacred bird in Mexico, which appears in one of the codices (Codex Borgia).  It is a word of Nahuatl
origin.  It is estimated that it corresponds to the Caracara Cheriwey, of the family Falconidae.  It is also known as
Caracara, or northern-wide.  In Mixtec is called its.  Many also consider that it is a representation of the Royal Eagle.

cuautepec
cuautepec is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cuautepec; is proper name )" being its
meaning:<br>Cuautepec is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  Its name in Nahuatl means " Hill of Eagles ".

cuazi
haquetia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Quasi" being its meaning:<br>The right thing is quasi. Means
almost the same, very near, very near to.

cuádruplex
It is a form of conglomerate (Tablex) wooden board which has 4 layers interwoven.  Kind of tablex, which has 4 crossed
blades.  The tripex has only 3 and 2 duplex.

cuál es el significado de antiguenño
The correct term is Antiguan.  It means born, resident or related to Antigua.  Antigua is a city in Guatemala and is also
the name of a small island of the Caribbean.

cuáquera
It is a word of English origin that means trembling.  Name of a religious doctrine of English origin, which was born in the
seventeenth century and had no external cults or hierarchies.  They manifest their religious beliefs with tremors and
contortions.  of very plain customs. 

cuba



It is the name of an island and a Caribbean country, whose capital is Havana.  It is also synonymous with bucket, barrel,
barrel, pipe, helmet, boot.  Cuba is also used to designate the youngest son of a family in Colombia.  Drunk, drinker and
drunk.

cubana
It means native or native to Cuba.  Resident in Cuba.  Related to the Antillean country of Cuba.

cubanito
Diminutive cuban .  Boy born in Cuba.  It is the name of a typical Cuban drink, which has 7 ingredients.  The base is Ron
Blanco and has English sauce, hot sauce, tomato juice, lemon juice, ice and salt.  It is served cold.  It is also the name
of a very easy-to-prepare type of sanduich.

cubanos
It is the adjective of those born or living in Cuba.  Cigars from cuba.  Habanos.

cubazuela
Ironically call symbiosis or amangualamiento of the doctrines taught dictators from Cuba and Venezuela, which are
reflected in great discomfort, shortage of basic goods and medicines. Connivance, fraud and conspiracy.

cubero
Person whose job is to make or sell cubes or vats (buckets or containers for packaging wine).  It is also a surname
ofSpanish origin. 

cubeta
Diminutive and derogatory of cube .  Vessel generally flat-bottomed and rectangular in shape.  Rectangular and
flat-bottomed vessel in which ice cream is made.  Also in some parts it is a way to call a bucket or bucket. 

cubetazo
It's a blow given with a bucket or tray.  Also the amount of water that fits in a bucket or tray.

cubia
It is the name of a semi-repadora plant with a red succulent stem and purple-red flowers; It has a cold climate in the
Andean area, cultivated for more than 8000 years by our ancestors.  With the ibias, chuguas and rubas, they are the
basis of the famous puchero and the cocido boyacense.  It is also called cubium.  It is small and reddish in color. 

cubierta
It means that it covers or that it protects.  Inflection to cover, which means to hide, hide, cover, shelter, pay, settle.  Floor
of a boat or boat.  In Colombia, leather element covering a machete or comb.  Fudge.

cubiertos
Plural cover .  It can mean tucked in, protected.  lined, lined.  It is also the generic name given to the set of spoons, forks
and knives that are placed on a table.  Table utensils used for crushing, cutting or taking food into your mouth. 

cubil



It has the shape of a cube or a VAT.  Similar to a cuba.  Refuge, cache, hostel, cave, Burrow, den, niche, nest.

cubilete
In Colombia is a small bucket.  In Mexico is the name of a hill in ele municipality of Silao, Guanajuato State.  At its top is
the Christ of the mountain.

cubo
In geometry it is a geometric body that has six faces or sides, all equal, congruent and square.  Regular hexahedron.  It
is also another way of calling a container with a folding handle and that is shaped like an inverted and truncated cone. 
Bucket. 

cubrir abrigar
Cover, shelter are synonymous with shelter, clothe, shelter, wrap, arrebozar, protect. Provide heat.

cuca
In the interior of Colombia (Tolima and Huila), is a black cracker prepared with milk and brown sugar.  Cuca is also this
region means tunnel, cano (played soccer, passing the ball between the legs of an opponent).  In Colombia, on the
Atlantic coast say black biscuit or black (Cuca in this region is a vulgar way to call the vagina).  The Eastern Plains that
same cookie say Catalina (Cuca has the same meaning of the coast).

cucaburra
It is one of the common names of an Australian bird in the family Alcedinidae or Halcyoninae (kingfishers).  It is also
known as alcyons, halions, dacelos or kookaburras.  They are carnivores and feed especially on insects, lizards and
small animals. 

cucalon
Cucalón is more suitable.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  He is originally from Aragon.  It's a way of calling the larger
rook.  which is a bird of the family Corrvidae (Corvus frugilegus).  Big crow, big cucala or greater cucala . 

cucaña
In Colombia it is the same as prize rod.  It is a long stick that swells on the ground, greased, and on whose raised end
has prizes for contestants who dare to climb.  It is a very common fun and contest in all popular parties.

cucapa hablan
You want to tell the macumba, cart, talks or inconsequential talks, lectures or gatherings drunk.

cucapá
It is the name of an indigenous reserve in Yuma, Arizona.  Indian village and their own language called Cucapá.  You
want to tell people of the water or river people.

cucaracha
It is the common name for an insect of the order Blattodea and which are generally known as cockroaches, agoutis or
cheap.  There are more than 4500 species and are known for being prolific and very resistant to adverse environments,
including radiation. Colloquial form called the vagina.  It is the common name of a plant also called acanthus, branca,
angel, giantess 40 wing; Acanthus mollis from the family Acanthaceae ).



cucarachera
Female of the Wren.  In Colombia, the birds are a very common birds that eat insects.  We also tell them nightingales. 
Other common names are chochina, ratona, cherchana, chirivin and tacuarita.  Its scientific name is Troglodytes aedon
and belongs to the Family Troglodytidae.

cucarachero
Place where you can find cockroaches.  The name of a bird very common, also known as tacuarita, Wren, Rufous,
ratona, cherchan, chirivin.  It has a very melodious song.  Its scientific name is Troglodytes aedon and belongs to the
Family Troglodytidae.  The Wren is the name of a typical song representative of Bogotá and Colombia.

cucarda
It is one of the ways as call the Hibiscus in Ecuador and Peru.  It is an ornamental shrub.  In Colombia we say San
Joaquin, cayeno or bunch.  Its scientific name is Hibiscus rosa-sinensis and belongs to the family Malvaceae.  It also
receives other names such as papo, poppy, flower of Jamaica, Cayenne.

cucarrón
It is an insect of the order Coleoptera, that is, it has hard wings, in the form of a chest, box or case.  They are also called
coleoptera or beetles.

cucarrón estercolero
It is a common name of an insect in the beetle family that feeds on manure.  They are also known as acatangas,
copphhaphal cucarrones or hairy beetles.

cucayo
It is the downside of the rice.  Roasted rice on the bottom of the pan.  Concolon, concon.

cucha
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling MOM.  Old woman.  In Colombia also is told Doghouse to a fish which we also
call roncho, coroncoro or raspacanoa.  In the Southern Cone South is the doghouse, where the dog sleeps.

cucharón
Increased spoon.  Very large spoon.  Kitchen utensils much needed in a restaurant. 

cuchá
It is the same thing that shed or cabin for the dog (shaped House).

cuchi barby
In Colombia are terms used to refer to one very elderly woman in age who dresses and behaves like a girl.  Viejita
gomela.  Old woman an uproar.

cuchi cuchi
It is a small carnivorous animal.  It is one of the common names receiving the dog or puppy of monte.  It is also called
nocturnal monkey, night monkey, cusumbi, Kinkajou, hammering, mono michi, cuyuso, cusumbo, olingo, mico León,
cusumbi.  It is located in the forests of Central and South America.  Its scientific name is Potos flavus and belongs to the
family Procyonidae.  In Colombia is a colloquial way call the loved one, spouse or girlfriend (referring to is something



tender, soft and delicate).

cuchicuchi
In Corzo it means small people.  In Colombia it means affection.  Sweet way to refer to the loved one.

cuchilla
In Colombia means razor blade.  Also means mountain, Crest of the mountain, Summit.  Ridge, mountain range,
mountain.

cuchimo
In some areas of Peru, it is a way of referring to pork, especially if it is mountain.  This term is most commonly used
among the indigenous people of Chancay.  Pig, pig, pig, pig.

cuchita
Diminutive of cucha (in Colombia it means old woman or also mama).  In Colombia it means old lady.  It is an
affectionate way of referring to an elderly woman, mother or grandmother. 

cuchitambo
It is a small town in the Ecuadorian Andes. In quechua means place where to rest ancestors. It is a sacred site.

cuchito
Diminutive of cucho, which in Colombia means old, elderly, teacher or father.  Dad or Grandpa.  In Colombia it means
old, old, decrepit.  It's also a pejorative way of calling a professor or teacher. 

cuchitril
In Colombia is sized very small and service.  You can refer to a room, a house or any type of business of very bad
presentation, miserable conditions and very small space.  Covacha, Garret, tienducha.

cucho
In Colombia it means old, old, old- fashioned.  It is also a pejorative way of referring to a teacher or teacher.  Colloquially
: dad , father . 

cuchubaqui
I think that the question is Cuchujaqui.  It is the name of a Mexican River in the State of Sonora.  It is also the name of a
nature preserve or Area for the protection of Flora and Fauna in the Region of the Sierra Madre in Mexico.  It is in the
municipality of Álamos, Sonora.  It has 93. 000 hectares.

cuchucho
In Colombia it is the name of a typical soup.  It can usually be from corn kernels, wheat or peeled and chopped barley
(semi-milled or ground into large or thick pieces).  It is usually accompanied by vegetables and pork.  The word is of
Muísca origin and means food, food, food. 

cuchuco
In Colombia is the name of a dish from the center of the country.  It is basically a thick soup of wheat, ground corn or



barley.  Usually you have some potato and pork backbone.

cuchufleta
It means joke, skunk, chanza, joke, chascarrillo.  Something that produces grace or laughter.  Funny, burlesque.

cuchufletera
Prankster, funny person.  He makes cuchufletas or chanzas. 

cuchumbí
It is a way of calling in Colombia and Venezuela a small carnivorous mammal of the Family Procyonidae.  It is also
known as mountain dog, cusumbí, night monkey, lion monkey, cuchicuchi, huasa, hammer, michi monkey, cuyuso or
night monkey.  In Ecuador they also call it cusumbi, although the cusumbo in Colombia is a different animal.   The
scientific name is Potos flavus. 

cuchumbo
In Central America it means vessel, vessel.  Pumpkin that is used to carry water. 

cuchumina
In Venezuela it is a way of calling the female sex organ.  Vagina.  By woman extension .

cucita
I think that they ask for cusita (with s).  It means branch of Afro-Asiatic ethnicity to which the Berbers and the Semites
belong.  It is also a family of Afro-Asiatic languages spoken to the East of Africa (African Horn), as somali.  In Colombia
and Venezuela Cusita or cucusita is the name of a very common bird in the Plains.

cucked
It's the name of a Skudface song.

cuco
In Colombia breeches, braga, Lady inside.  Most is used in the plural, cuckoos (panties, panties).  It is also one of the
common names of a bird (Cuculus canorus, family Cuculidae) also called cuckoo.  Nickname of a Mexican
singer-songwriter called José de el Refugio Sánchez Saldaña.  Stage name of Pupo Valoy Reynoso, a Dominican
musician who plays salsa, merengue and Cuban, well known as Cuco Valoy.

cucos
In Colombia panties, panties, ladies' underwear.  Plural cuckoo, bird.

cuculito del agua
There are some algae of freshwater are caught in Mexico of the natural environment and are prepared with epazote,
chile and salt and impregnated in the leaves of the Tamale cocol.  Also called it cocol, mud cocol, cuculín.

cuculí
It is another way to call the Peruvian zenaida, also known as cuculina dove, melodic dove or white-winged dove.  It is a
species of dove or dove in the family Columbidae.  Its scientific name is Zenaida meloda.  The word has Quechua origin.



cuculín
It is a small bird of the family Columbidae.  It also receives the common names of tortolite, Peruvian zenaida, cuculin
pigeon, melodic dove or white wing pigeon (in Chile and El Salvador).  Its scientific name is Zenaida meloda.  Also
known as cuculí or kukurí.  The term is of Aymara origin.

cuculus
It is a word in latin meaning cuckoo.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Cuculidae.  They are
known as cuckoos in general and in some cases like cuckoos.

cucurbitácea
Combines is a plant that belongs to the family of the vines.  They are creeping plants that climb through some hooks or
tendrils of the Cucurbitaceae family.

cucurucha
It is one of the many names that receives a very common bird.  Its scientific name is Troglodytes aedon and belongs to
the Family Troglodytidae.   He receives other common names like Creole Wren, common Wren, coffee, coffee common,
Wren common, chercos, chivirin Rufous, Northern mainland Rufous Wren Wren, Wren home, curucucha and tacuarita.

cucute
It is the name of an online shop for implements or household kitchen goods.

cucuteño
It means native of Cúcuta, a Colombian city, Capital of the Department of Norte de Santander. 

cucuyús
In Colombia we say indigenous or cucuyus in a class of insects bioluminescent beetles, which produce light as fireflies. 
they belong to the family Elateridae.  They are also called bugs, saltapericos, cocubanos, taca-tacas, taguinches,
copechis, achones, carbuncos.  They belong to the genus Pyrophorus and the scientific name for the most common
species is Pyrophorus noctilucus.

cue
In Colombia was an acronym used to designate the unified Emergency Center. It has now by PMU which means unified
command post.

cuelga
It is an inflection of the hanging.  It means hang, suspended, be suspended.  It is also choking, strangling, acogotar, run.
 In Colombia, it is synonymous with blame attributed, foist, attributed.  Give, give.  In Colombia colloquially also is late on
payments, enter mora.  Leave, leave, delay in payments.

cuellera
Clothing that is used on the neck. 

cuello
Part of the body that unites the head with the trunk.  In Colombia is nape, neck, throat, guarguero, throat, neck.



cuello claudine
It is a term used in Modistería.  It is also called bib neck or Peter Pan neck.  It is also popularly called cloth collar,
clothing necklace or cloth necklace.  It is a type of fabric or woven collar that overlaps the blouse or dress, usually
attached with buttons or brooches. 

cuellón
It means big neck.  Augmentative neck, thick neck.

cuenca
Area of influence of a stream of water, bounded by lines of waters.  It is also the name of a city and a Canton in the
province of Guayas in Ecuador.  It means hollow, hollow cavity.  or Valley, runway.  Colombia is also a surname of
Spanish origin.

cuenca hidrográfica
River basin or watershed is the area bounded by all lines of water around a certain current of water. Territory comprised
the surface that collects, or drain water on a single runway. Going from its source to its mouth, and includes all branches
of its tributaries.

cuenca hídrica
It is the same river basin or watershed.  It is the area or surface that is part of waters that drain to a same current
dividing.

cuencas maritimas
maritime basins is incorrectly written and should be written as "Maritime basins" being its meaning:<br>Maritime basins,
is the same as ocean basins, marine trenches. They are extensive depressions of rounded contours that make up the
seabed.

cuenco
It means vessel, cup, bowl. 

cuendús
Endúes are also commonly used.  It is the name in Guraraní of a rodent of Paraguayan fauna.  Its scientific name is
Coendou prehensilis and belongs to the family porcupine (Erethizontidae).  They are also called coendúes or ursones. 

cuenta
Inflection to count .  It means numbering, quantifying, counting, computing.  Control , balance .  The name given to each
of the cucumbers or balls of an abac.  In computing each of the addresses that an internet user has.  In Finance ,
Invoice , Amount , Note . 

cuentas
It is the plural of account.  It means enumeration, counting, computation, calculation, operation (arithmetic), control
balance.  It is also beads, balls, small spheres, beads, ornaments, beads.

cuentista
Expert in storytelling.  Storyteller.  Writer or writer specialized in storytelling or writing.  Storyteller .  A person whose



activity is to keep accounts, accountant.  By extension: liar, liar. 

cuento chimbo
In Colombia it means outright falsehood, lie, falasy. 

cuentos chinos
Fairy tale in Colombia is synonymous with deception, swindle, scam. Aberrant lie. It is also often used to denote
someone retract it or withdraw a Covenant or a business without convincing with valid arguments. Nonsense, crap.
Sometimes also say " 34 Merry tales;

cuenza
Especially in the departments of Arauca and Casanare in Colombia, it is a surname of Spanish origin.  A locality name
Spanish in Avilés (Asturias), near Gijón and Oviedo.

cuepi
In Mexico, CUEPI is the acronym of the University Center for graduate studies and research.  It is an educational
institution at the University level in Mexico.  Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo.  Name of a tree, similar
to the guava, of the family Rosaceae.

cuerada
In Colombia it is the same as cueriza or fuetera.  Physical punishment inflicted with a leather element such as a strap, a
waistband or fuete. 

cueramo
It is more appropriate cueramo.  It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a tree in the family Boraginaseae.  Its
scientific name is Cordia elaeagnoides or Cordia alliodora.  It also receives other common names as barcino, grisina,
ocotillo, bocote, bojote.  In Colombia we say canalete, laurel or layer.  It has medicinal uses.  It is also the name of a
Mexican municipality in the State of Michoacan.

cuerazo
Hit violated with a leather or rejo.  It is most used in the Departments of Tolima and Huila, in Colombia, to designate a
heavy blow, caused by a fall, where scratches or slag are usually caused. 

cuerámaro
Cuerámaro is the name of a town in Guanajuato and according to there song by Pénjamo is.  In ancient Michoacana
language, Tabasco or Purepecha, means " In the shelter of the Marsh " , or also planted place of Montezuma pine trees.

cuerda
Rope is synonymous with string, cord, thread, strand. Winding is encourage, motivate, propel. Rope is momentum.
String is the inner part of a track or a road.

cuerdas
String plural .  It means twine, ropes, ties, laces, cables, ties.  They are elongated elements that are used for tying.  In
nautical are boards that make up the deck of a boat.  In geometry they are sections of a circumference.  Name of a
musical instrument group.



cuernito de venado
It is an ornamental plant of the family Polypodiaceae.  Its scientific name is Platycerium bifurcatum and is also known
with the names of cacho's deer and elk Horn.  It is native to Australia, but now it has spread all over the world.

cuerno
It is the same as cacho, asta.  point defense, Python.    " Go to the Horn " , means go to the devil, out of here, get away.

cuerno de toro
It is a way of calling a group of stars from the constellation Taurus.  The Babylonians called them Al Hecka or
Shurnarkabti-sha-shutu.  In Chinese astrology they are called Tainguan or Tien Kwan.  Zeta Tauri, 123 Tauri . 

cuerno o corno
It is the name of a musical wind instrument similar to a French Horn.  It is a kind of twisted metal tube.  It is also called a
French horn or horn.

cuernos
Knobby bone have head some animals to defend themselves.  Plural of Horn.  Antlers.  gibs, pins, nails, defenses. 
Musical instruments of wind, somewhat curved, sounds very similar to the horns or trumpets.  They are considered a
symbol of infidelity.

cuero
It means hard or tanned skin.  In Colombia it is a well-known surname, especially footballers.  It also means ugly
woman.  Animal skin, skin subjected to tanning.

cuerpazo
Although it can only be considered as augmentative body or large body, in Colombia it means slender and beautiful
body, harmonious and well-kept body.

cuervo
Raven in Colombia is also a surname of Spanish origin (Asturian).   Rufino José Cuervo Urisarri, was the largest
Colombian lexicographer, who along with Miguel Antonio Caro Tobar founded the Academia Colombiana de la Lengua. 
José Cuervo is a famous brand of tequila in Mexico.

cues
cues is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 CUES; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>It is right CUES. 
It is the acronym for Corporación Empresarial University of Salamanca ( it has headquarters in Barranquilla ).

cuesca
In Colombia it is a very colloquial way of referring to the head.  Testa, baton, mucura.

cuesco
In Colombia is the Palm fruit.  Leathery part of corozo.  Shell of the fruit of the Palm.  Walnut husk.

cuescudo



In Colombia it means very hard (like a stone, which is the fruit of a Palm).  Also used as a synonym for stubborn,
obstinate, stubborn, persistent, stubborn, Moody, stubborn, inflexible.

cuesta
In Colombia means climb, very steep slope.  Sloping terrain.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It can also be a cost
inflection which means to assert, import. 

cuestionarios
It is a screening tool consisting of a list of questions which should be answered by the person under investigation or
evaluated. Terror of the students.

cueta
Entomology is a genus of lion ants in the family Myrmeleonidae.  Name of a Spanish town, located in the Comarca de
babia in the Province of León.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Toasted chestnut or roasted chestnut. 

cuetáneos
cuetaneos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Contemporaries." being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way of
saying contemporaries.  It means that they are of the same age.  Contemporary.

cuete
Cuete is incorrectly written and it should be written as rocket.  being its meaning: is the colloquial way of saying in
Mexico rocket.  It also means revolver gun, explosive, Fireworks, gunpowder, Thunder.

cueto
It means cone-shaped hill.  Conical hill.  Usually isolated.  High and well defended site.  Surname of Spanish origin. 
Last name of a Peruvian exfutolist named César Cueto.  His full name is César Augusto Cueto Villa.  Name of Spanish
town in the municipality of Santander in Cantabria. 

cueúdo
You mean lucky in gambling.  Lucky, lucky, successful, chiripudo, happy, providencia.

cuevano
It means native to Cuevas (or better Cuevas del Almanzora), which resides or is related to Caves.  Cuevas del
Almanzora is a municipality located in the province of Almería, Spain.  As in Spain there are many sites called Caves or
Caves of .  .  .  .  ( Amaya, San Clemente, etc.  , especially in the Provinces of Burgos and Almería besides cuevano
another gentile is used, almost always by nickname and then it has become more common to be called for example
raposo (Caves of San Clemente), rabotes, petanes, patanes, rabotes.  

cuevas
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Plural cave.  It means caves, burrows, cavities, caverns, hollows, pits. 
Places that are very visited by speleologists.  Naturally occurring holes or cavities found below the ground.

cuezca
The correct term is cuesca or better even cuesco, both with s.  It is the fruit of the palm, Bone of the fruit of the palm.



cuezco
In Colombia almond palm tree.  With it wines are made. 

cuéntales
It is an inflection of count.  It means to narrate in detail, list, liquidate, relate, explain, discuss, refer.

cuévano
It means basket, basket, zoncho, door, bank.  Container made with esparto that serves to load things, especially fruits or
market .

cuga
It can mean dust, dust that lifts the wind.  Dust of the roads.  It is also an acronym for Circuito Urbano Gastronómico in
Argentina. 

cuica
It is a type of musical instrument of African origin, similar to the drum.  In Chile it can mean tall, elegant, well-dressed or
also foreign, foreign, outsider.  Also the name of a marsupial animal, known as water possum, water suck, yapok or yap.
 Its scientific name is Chironectes minimus and belongs to the family Didelphidae .  In Quechua means worm or worm. 
In Mexico it's a way to call a cop or a vigilante.

cuichi
In South America it means Rainbow.  Cuichi is the name of a Mexican population and a popular traditional dance of that
same region, in the State of Sonora.  It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the chachalaca, guacharata,
monte hen.  Its scientific name is Ortalis wagleri and belongs to the family Cracidae.

cuico
In Chile, it has two meanings.  A person who is too corny refers to someone wealthy, rich, solvent, affluent, affluent and
also one.  ridiculous, vulgar, presumed, pretentious.

cuida palos
Caretakers are also used.  It is a way of calling goalkeepers, archers or goalkeepers of football teams, sometimes also
called rangers, guardavallas or goalkeepers.  It can also mean guarbosques. 

cuina
Female guinea pig, curí or guinea pig.  In the cubilete game, she is the queen. 

cuinicho
Also called kuinicho.  It is a bread with figure or form of animal or flower produced in Michoacán, Mexico, for the
celebration of the Corpus ( Feast of water or start of the rainy season )  and the day of the dead.

cuinique
It is one of the common names given in northern Mexico to a small land squirrel.  Its scientific name is Notocitellus
adocetus.  It belongs to the family Sciuridae.  It is an endemic rodent of dry forest or xerophytic.  It is also usually called
colitemblón. 



cuiripeta hauacucata
It is a typical Tamale meat prepared the Purepechas in Mexico.

cuises
Guinea pigs is the plural of Cuis.  The correct and most used term is Curies.  Plural of Curi.  It is a small domesticated
rodent, which has no tail and has small ears.  It is the leading supplier of meat in the Nariño Department in Colombia. 
Also said them Guinea pig, Guinea pig, Guinea pig, Brazilian, curi, cuye, cuilo, cuis, or Guinea pig.  Their scientific name
is Cavia porcellus, and are of the family Caviideae.

cuiso
It is really rubbish this. It has no meaning, but I managed to find is as an acronym that used students for short courses of
ISO in their class schedules. The truth is so silly that it does not deserve to use as meaning. They made reference to
courses of ISO 9000 and ISO 14000.

cuitada
It means sadness, grief, affliction, misadventure, misery.  Fact that produces sorrow or sadness.  Reason for a pity. 

cuitado
It means sad, boring, distressed, grieving.

cuídate
It means that you avoid the risks.  It is a form of farewell as a recommendation.  Inflection of caring or taking care of
yourself, which means taking precautions.  It can also be taken as a threat. 

cuídese
In Colombia is a word that has several meanings.  The first and most common use is the inflection of care, take care of
yourself.  It means protect, take precautions.  It is also a friendly and colloquial way of saying goodbye, it means that you
do well, you be careful.  But also, and obviously with the tone is saying, you can take as a threat: do not get into this, let
his tongue still, going by ti.

cuínique
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to colitemblon, ground squirrel, ground squirrel, ground squirrel.  Its
scientific name is Spermophilus squirrel and belongs to the family Sciuridae.

cuja
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Boyacá is bridal bed, double bed.  By extension, bed, Cot, Cot.

cuje
It means long rod .  Long and smooth trunk.  Varal .   Tobacco drying rod .  It is also the name of a tree, known as
cuajinicuil (in Nahuatl tree of the crooked foot), guamo or paternal.  Its scientific name is Inga spuria.  It belongs to the
family Fabaceae. 

cují
In Colombia it is one of the common names given to a tree of the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Prosopis
juliflora and it also receives the common names of trupillo, guanacaste, mesquite, aipia.  It is native to dry forests and a



great fodder for livestock. 

cula
Grass plant .  It is another way to call the ballueca, cogulla or crazy oatmeal a weed of crops, especially in wheat.  Its
scientific name is Avena fatua or Avena sterilis.  It belongs to the family Poaceae.  Shaft or stretch marks that appear in
the nose or mouthpiece.  Ring or ring game.  It can also mean lie, trick, falsehood.  In Colombia it can also mean false,
unreal, brought from the hair, fanciful, of a lot of imagination, imaginary. 

culantro
It is an aromatic herb widely used in culinary.  It is another way of calling cilantro, whose scientific name is Coriandrum
sativum.  It is also usually called dannia, Chinese parsley or coriander.  It belongs to the Apiaceae family. 

culatazos
Strokes that occur with the butt of the weapon. Form of attack used by the military to repress the demonstrators.

culebra
In Colombia we say snake colloquially to debts.  Creditor.  Creeping animal, that has no legs.  Snake, snake, snake.

culebrilla
In Colombia it is the same shingles, which is a dermatological disease.  It is also a child's game, through which small
trenches are made in the ground, where some crystal balls or marbles must be driven, Gan who makes the journey
faster and without leaving the route.  Diminutive of snake . 

culeca
Culeca is a type of Spanish cake made from bread, resembling a doughnut, which has egg and chopped chorizo.  It is
typical in Olvega, province of Soria.  Regarding the hen that is brooding eggs or chicks has, in Colombia is used in both
ways, culeca or clueca.  You want to tell how crazy, crazy, happy.

culeco
In the departments of Tolima and Huila in Colombia means cheerful, happy, happy, blissful. 

culerada
In Colombia it means fear, cowardice, fear, dread.  Work or action of the culero (cowardly, fearful, fearful).  Excessive
fear that in theory causes you to lose control of the sphincters.  shit. 

culero
Relative to the tail, buttocks or ass.  It is placed on the buttocks.  In Colombia it means fearful, cowardly, fearful. 

culé
Nickname given to Barcelona fans.  They are called that because in the beginning only the butts of the followers sitting
on the walls were seen when there were still no stands.  Buttock, culon. 

culi
several centuries ago it was a way of calling black slaves brought from Africa or servants of indigenous origin.  Worker,



servant, slave.  They had no wages, they worked only for food rations and for a roof.

culiacan
Culiacan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Culiacan" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Culiacán,
Culiacán Rosales is officially called. It is a large city of Mexico, capital of the State of Sinaloa.

culicagada
In Colombia it means girl, little girl, teenager, immature woman.  It is not considered a rude word. 

culicagado
In Colombia it means child.  It is a familiar, conversational way and loving, but not offensive or derogatory, despite the
connotation of the origin of the word.  Culicagao, Chinese, guambito, guipa, pelaito.

culillo
It is a diminutive of ass.  Culito, rabito, fundillo.  In Colombia it means fear, terror, fear, cowardice.

culinaria
It means relative to the kitchen.  It is the special technique of each country or each region to prepare your meals. 
Regional gastronomy . 

culinario
Art of stewing or cooking well.  Relating to the kitchen. 

culipronta
In Colombia it's a vulgar way to call an easy woman.  In a row.

culisuelta
In Colombia culisuelta is a very pejorative treatment towards a woman.  It means that he has a very dissipated life and
that he has sex very easily and with everyone.  Facilona, slut, casquivana, casquisuelta.  In plural and in Argentina, it is
a female musical group of tropical music.  They say interpret cumbias, but with all due respect, cumbia that kind of
music has nothing.

culín
Liquor residue left in the glass.  In Venezuela it is a ball, spherite or opaque marble and of a single color. 

culla
Name of a Spanish locality in the Valencian Community.  Name of a locality in Chile .   Culla It is considered one of the
most beautiful villages in Spain. 

culminante
It means very important, which ends or ends.  Of the greatest importance or transcendentality.  Critical, transcendental,
grave, troubling, supreme, important, critical, outstanding, preponderant, principal.  Highest part of a mountain or a
construction. 



culo
ass is incorrectly written and it should be written as.  being its meaning: in Colombia, we have many ways of referencing
the word ass and this is used as the Spanish term crude or vulgar, not so uncomplicated and natural.  We say tail, tail,
buttocks, nalgatorio, buttocks, back, bubble, butt, buttocks, buttocks.  If we refer to the sphincter, said year.  The word
ass if we use it to refer to the bottom of the bottle.  When a person says "I mind an ass", it is a foul expression, to denote
"I mind a fuck", "no me importa nada".

culote
Sports suit, consisting of a short and tight trousers, usually lycra and with suspenders.  It is widely used in cycling and
derives from the French term culotte.  Ass augmentative. 

culotte
It's a French word.  It is the name given to a short and tight sports pants, usually lycra, which many athletes use
especially in cycling. 

culparse
It means incriminating yourself, blaming yourself, attributing yourself, taking responsibility.  Take responsibility or blame
for something bad that happened.

cultivar
It is the process of managing a planting from the preparation of the ground, to obtain the fruits or harvest.  To cultivate
properly, several agronomic practices are required.  Sustain, maintain, care for, sow, encourage.  In Colombia in a
colloquial way cultivate is to perform all kinds of maneuvers of conviction to finally get what you want.

cultivo
It may be the name of the cultivated land.  It is an inflection to grow, which is the process of preparing the soil, sowing
seeds, taking care of plants (cultivation) and harvesting the fruits.   Process of taking care of the plants to provide good
harvest.  Sown, tillage, orchard, planting, planting. 

cultivo axenico
axenic culture is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Axenic." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
axenic culture.  It is very rare in natural conditions.  It consists of a bacterial culture where the strain comes from a single
cell.

culto
Religious rite that Protestant Christian communities. Reverence, worship, tribute, ceremony, honor, learned. Sacred
liturgy.

culto de hiperdulía
Cult of veneration.  In theology and religion it is the cult of veneration, which can be to the Virgin, the Saints or the
Angels.  It can mean servitude, slavery, peaceful, unreserved submission to God's will.  Complete dedication to
veneration and the Sacred.  The word Hyperdulia is also used in the same sense. 

cultos
Religious offices of some Christian churches led by a pastor.  Rites, ceremonies, liturgies.  It also means decent,
reflecting culture, educated, scholars.



culturicidio
It is the process of accultural or elimination of a culture.  Etymologically means killing or eliminating a culture.  It is
usually a consequence of penetration of other stronger or massive cultures.  It happens with small ethnicities who lose
their roots, beliefs, traditions and even their language.  It can also occur with the disappearance of its members.

cuma
It is a colloquial form of calling the comadre, godmother.  It is a machete or comb ( 41 large knife; used in chopping
stubble, weeds or garden to prune the plants.

cumano
Name of a nomadic people and their language of Ancient Central Europe (what is now Ukraine, Moldova, Hungary and
Romania).  It is also called Polovtsiano or Kunok.

cumarina
It is the name of a natural organic chemical found in many plants.  It has medicinal uses and as a rodenticide.  It is
moderately toxic and is among the chemical group of benzopirones.

cumaru
Cumaru or cumaru, is one of the common forms of the Dipterys tree-call panamensis, of the family Fabaceae, also
known as Bribri, cumaru, tonka, evoe, baru, yellow almond.  It is a tree that grows up to 60 meters tall and is in very
humid climates.

cumbamba
It is a colloquial form in Colombia call Chin, Chin or pear.  Also tells ratchet,

cumbanbon
cumbanbon is incorrectly written, and should be written as Cumbambon.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
cumbambon.  That has the prominent cumbamba, output and large jaw.  Belfo, carracudo, carraco.

cumbanchar
It means to dance, to dance, to be very cheerful, to be merry.  Rumbiar . 

cumbi
cumbi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cumbia" being its meaning:<br>I think that they intend to ask for
cumbia. CUMBIA is a rhythm of folk, popular and very happy and lilting, originally from Colombia. One of the most
representative of Colombia folk airs.

cumbia
It is a musical rhythm and dance of the Colombian Caribbean with African roots, but which has European and
indigenous influence. 

cumbiar
It means dancing, dancing.  Perform music in cumbia rhythm, but the authentic, the Colombian.  Dance or dance the
rhythm of cumbia, which is a mixture of African black dance and indigenous dance, authentically Colombian.  It is a soft,
cadenced dance in which a lock is usually used.



cumbo
It means bucket, bucket, container to load water.  Term used in Central America.  In the North of Colombia, it means
vain, conceited, proud. 

cumbre
In Colombia it means peak, peak, highest part of the mountain.  Maximum grade which can be reached in an institution. 
Meeting of the Presidents of several countries.  Success or goal of the mountaineers.

cumita maiz
Cumita in Bolivia means friend. Cumita of corn is an intoxicating beverage made from fermented corn. Chicha, chilate.

cumpleañera
It refers to the girl or the lady who has a birthday, the agazajada. Of the birthday.

cumplemés
Day of the month when a pact, commitment or celebration is fulfilled.  It only takes into account the date, the day of the
month.

cumplidos
Plural of compliment.  You mean cabal, correct, precise, perfect, attentive, Gallant, considered, caring, courteous and
punctual.  Also in Colombia is synonymous with compliment, flattery, praise, loa, flattery.

cumshot
Fuck is a word in English that means Bullfight.

cumulos
The correct term is clusters, with tilde.  It is the plural of Cumulus.  It means lot group, stack, set, acquis, crowd, WAD. 
Also is a type of cloud, usually white and dense.

cunaguaro
The correct term is canaguaro.  It is one of the forms in the eastern plains of Colombia call the margay or ocelot, a
medium-sized cat.  Monte Jack.  Name of a Colombian movie.  In language Saliba will also say Yagite.

cunavichero
It means that he is a native of Cunaviche, a Venezuelan municipality in the State of Apure.  Concerning Cunaviche . 
Cunaviche is the same as estuary and that is actually an area of the plain that floods and becomes swampy.  Also
therefore cunavichero can be an estuary or a flat and flooded terrain. 

cunchal
In Colombia it is a sultful or marshy land.  Fangal, pantanero, belly, swamp, mud.

cuncho
It is the sedimentable or solid part of a mixture, which accumulates at the bottom.  Precipitate.  In Colombia means
hastily, tank, seat, tartar, sediment, residue, deletes, poso.



cuncuna
In Chile it is a way of calling a caterpillar or worm.  In Chile, a type of accordion is also colloquially called cuncuna.  In
botany, it is one of the common names for a plant for medicinal uses.  It is also known as congona, congonita,
immortelle of Huanuco, cunguna, cannelloni, tigresillo.  Its scientific name is Peperomia inaequalifolia and it belongs to
the family Piperaceae.  

cuncuvina
cuncuvina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Concubine" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
concubine. Lover, beloved, moza, amasia, companion, manceba, coima, milkweed. A woman who lives with a married
man.

cuncuvina
cuncuvina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Concubine" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
concubine. Lover, beloved, moza, amasia, companion, manceba, coima, milkweed. A woman who lives with a married
man.

cunda
It is an inflection of short.  It means to abound, proliferate, swarming, overrun.

cunde
It is an inflection of short. You want to say it spreads everywhere, which is dispersed, is irrigated, extended, getting,
spreading.

cundiboyacense
It means that it belongs to the central Colombian region formed by the Departments of Boyacá and Cundinamarca,
which is characterized by being to a greater degree of a high mountain and cold savannah (Altiplano). 

cuneiforme
It means it's shaped like a wedge, nail or taco.  Kind of writing that the Sumerios invented.  In Botany, type of leaf that by
its shape looks like a wedge.

cunetas
Plural ditch .  It means ditches, ditches, drains.  Derogatory derivative of cradle . 

cuneteado
In Colombia is the name we give to the activity of building ditches or drainage channels or also the activity of maintaining
the ditches.  Inflection of ditching, which means making ditches or drainage channels to a track. 

cunina
Cunina is another common names that have in Mexico to the saw or sawfish ( Scomberomorus maculatus in the family
Scombridae ).  Also say you mackerel, mackerel, Wahoo, charrito, vato, painted.

cunita
Diminutive of cot .  It can be a piece of furniture used to get babies to sleep.  Also cradle is an indigenous people that
inhabits the Darien region, bordering Colombia and Panama. 



cuní
Cuni is a Spanish surname. Cuni is also a prefix which means rabbit.

cunnilinctus
cunnilinctus is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cunnilingus" is still its meaning:<br>The correct term is
cunnilingus. It refers to oral sex ( literally is latin meaning language in the vulva )

cunumi
In Bolivia it means peasant, peasant or laborer.  It is used in a derogatory manner.  You can also use it to mean boy.

cuña
A piece of wood which ends in a pointed point and serves to separate, adjust, tighten or divide other solid or solid
elements.  Taco , lock , calza , tarugo .  It can also mean leverage, influence, support.  In Radio slang , warning ,
message , propaganda . 

cuñadez
It also means affinity.

cuñado
It is the term used to designate each brother of the wife or husband.  The husband of each of the sisters is also called
brother-in-law.  In Colombia it is an expression of friendship and familiarity and also a way to praise one's sisters. 

cuñá
It is a word in Guaraní language meaning woman.

cup
It is a word from the English language that means cup, cup, bowl. 

cupaire
It is a way of calling CUP members in Catalan.  CUP is a Spanish left-wing party that defends the independence of
Catalonia and is called the Candidacy of Popular Unity.  You can say cupero or cupista in Spanish. 

cupero cupera
Cupero ( or cupera ), in Catalonia, is the name by which a member, male or female of the Candidates of Unitat Popular
(CUP) is appointed.  Five years ago it was chosen as the most representative word of the Autonomous Community. 

cupey
Carr is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cupey; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
district or locality in San Juan, Puerto Rico. In this neighborhood is being built at present the National Sanctuary of our
Lady the Virgin Mother of Divine Providence, patroness of Puerto Rico...

cupey
It is the name of a tree native to the Carbe, also known as Copey, Mamey wildlife, its scientific name is Cluisa Rosea
and belongs to the Clusiaceae family. It abounds in all the Caribbean.



cupiche
cupiche is incorrectly written and it should be written as Cupiche ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Cupiche ( it is proper name ).  It is the name of a Peruvian village in the District of Ricardo Palma, in the province of
Huarochirí, Department of Lima.

cupido
In ancient Rome, el Amor de Dios.  It is represented by a winged child armed with a bow and an arrow.  It is equivalent
to the Eros of the ancient Greece.  The name of a television show from TBS consisting of citations blindly.  This program
is broadcast in Spanish.

cuplare
It's a Romanian language word.  It means coupling, coupling, coupling.

cupo
It is an inflection of fit.  It also means capacity, accommodate, share, portion.

cuponera
Checkbook with coupons or vouchers, will be valid.  In Colombia it is a kind of notebook that has vouchers or coupons
that serve for the advance payment of food (usually lunches), for monthly payments, fortnights or weeks.  It is
accustomed by restaurants that serve employees and officials and usually have discounts.  The user each who acquires
a service is delivering a coupon, voucher or ballot.

cupping
It is not a word in the Spanish language. Cupping in gastronomy is used as shallow cups. It is also a system of massage
by means of suction cups. Therapies by 40 cupping; Chinese system 41. Massage by means of suction cups. They are
recommended to the sciatica.

cuprolítico
Period of history where the use of Copper predominated.  It was placed between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age and
is part of the Metal Age.   . 

cupte
It is a small rodent that is located in jungle sites. It belongs to the family of agouti. It has small ears and is similar to the
guatines, limpets, agouti or picures. It has a very small tail and its fur is long, lustrous and rather thick. He usually eats
plants and especially roots.

cupula vafinal
Dome vafinal is incorrectly written, and should be written as vaginal intercourse.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is vaginal intercourse ( with tilde ).  Mean full intercourse with penetration of the penis into the vagina.  Sexual
intercourse

cupular
It means that you shaped Cup that looks half-sphere, hemispherical.  That is like a hemisphere.  Relative to a dome.

cuqui



It means elegant, well dressed.  It can also mean nice, cute.  Nickname of a former Argentine football player, named
Edgardo "Cuqui" López. 

cuquín
Cuco Diminutive.  Name of a childish character singing with Cleo or Colitas.  They're part of the Telerin family.  Cuquín
is a small, bald baby.  It's also a way to call a small owl or a small owl.  Buhito, owl.

cura
In Colombia it has several meanings.  He is synonymous with a priest, priest or clergyman.  Religious, parish priest,
father.  It can also mean remedy, a medicine that eliminates a disease or disease, treatment, convalescence, healing.  It
can be assimilated with solution .  It is an inflection to heal, which means to remediate, solve, heal, treat, medicate.  Also
in Colombia is an elastic bandage that is placed on small wounds.

curalotodo
It is the common name of a herb in Colombia, which also said pain-killer, rosadita, moradita, verbenilla, hierbabuenilla,
leg of ox, cow leg, leg of venison.  Its scientific name is Cuphea micrantha and belongs to the family Lythraceae.  It has
many medicinal uses among the people of the countryside, especially is very useful to treat wounds and sores that
seem incurable.  In Europe there is another plant with the same common name but it is Hypericum androsaemum of
Hypericaceae family and also exists in Europe, Asia and America that have scientific name Arctium lappa of the family
of the Asteraceae family.  This is known as well as pain-killer or cure-all with agarrucha names.  burdock, carrapeto,
lamparaza, peyicon, and others.  All the three have qualities according to popular and traditional medicine to heal many
diseases of animals and humans.  .

curapio
Or cure Pio, was a form of call San Pio.  San Pío de Pietrelcina, also called Padre Pio.  It was very famous for his
stigmata.  In some parts, the term is used to refer to someone who has wounds or sores that do not heal or also a
sanatorium or "House of relief".  .

curbaril
It is one of the common names given to a tree from the Caribbean Basin and the Amazon, which is also known as
guapinol, copinol, cuapinol, curbaril? Jatoba or Jatobá, Jatayva in Guarani, Paquió, or Algarrobo.  Its scientific name is
Hymenaea courbaril.  It belongs to the Fabaceae family,  

curco
In the South of Colombia and in Ecuador it means hunchback.  They also call it gibado, curcuncho, giboso, corcovado. 

curcuma
Thus, without tilde in Botany is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Zingiberaceae.  To this genus,
belongs turmeric, also known as jengibrillo, stick or saffron of poor and whose scientific name is Curcuma longa. 

curcumina
It is the name of a natural phenol found in turmeric.  It is characterized by being a dye (intense yellow).  It has
gastronomic and pharmacological uses. 

curda
It is synonymous with pea, raw, intoxication, drunkenness, dog, scratch, persons.



curdillas
Plural of curdilla .  In pastries is a type of dessert or cake made with flour, cheese and fruits.

cureña
It is a type of wagon, consisting of a platform and a pair of wheels, usually used to transport cannons, equipment or the
corpse of a deceased soldier.

curevac
Name of a German laboratory conducting research on a Coronavirus vaccine.

curia
Name of the building where the Senate met.  Name of a Roman city in Switzerland.  Name of the wife of Quintus
Lucrecio Vespilón, m a Roman soldier.  Clergy, religious stand.  Papal cut.  Name of the building where the Bishop
resides. 

curiara
In Colombia is a small, thin, canoe used by natives to navigate the rivers.  Cayuco.  It is also the name of an indigenous
community that exists in the Llanos examining.

curiaras
Plural of curiara .  Very small carved wooden boat, used by the indigenous people.  Long, narrow canoe. 

curibay
In Argentina it is the name given to a coniferous tree.  Pine species.  It corresponds to a species of the genus Araucaria,
specifically to the species angustifolia (narrow leaves).

curichi
It means swamp, lagoon, wetland, well or water source.

curieles
It is the name given in Cuba to Cavia porcellus, also known as a Guinea pig, Guinea pig, Guinea pig, Brazilian, curi,
cuye, cuilo, cuis, or Guinea pig.  Small domestic rodent, small ears and tail.


